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(Image credit: Sony) In order to help keep people at home (and have fun while locked in), Sony is currently offering two of the best PS4 games for free right now. As part of its Play At Home initiative, Sony allows PS4 owners to download Uncharted: The Nathan Drake Collection and Journey for free from today until May 5. Unsurprisingly, the aim is to encourage people to stay at home, thus reducing the
spread of COVID-19, which is currently a public health crisis at pandemic level. Uncharted: The Nathan Drake Collection and Journey are far from the latest ps4 games available, but they are exclusive PlayStation games and critically acclaimed games. (Technically, a collection of critically acclaimed games, in the case of Uncharted.) The journey is a very relaxing and visually evocative game with a
surprising social element, so it could be exactly the right game to distract the mind from the coronavirus pandemic. Uncharted: The Nathan Drake Collection includes the first three Uncharted games that have been remastered to take advantage of the power of the PS4 system. So in both games, there's enough to keep them occupied. People around the world are doing the right thing by staying home to
help curb the spread of COVID-19. We are deeply grateful to all those who practice physical distancing and take our responsibility as a platform for home entertainment seriously, so we ask our community to continue to support safe choice and the need to play at home, explained Sony President and CEO Jim Ryan. To access free games, just log in to the PS Store and download them to your PS4 system.
No additional subscription or access to PlayStation Plus is required. But there's more to playing at home than just a few free games to keep people inside. The initiative will also set up a fund to help fund smaller independent gaming studios that could face financial difficulties as a result of the spread of COVID-19. Independent developers are vital to the heart and soul of the gaming community and we
understand the hardships and financial struggles faced by many smaller game studios, Ryan said. With that, [Sony] has developed a fund to support them during this time. We have set aside $10 million to support our independent development partners. Sony's PlayStation arm has long had a good relationship with independent studios and indie developers, so this support fund makes sense. And with the
PS5 due to be launched at the end of the year, having a slew of developers on board will help Sony's next-generation console square up to Microsoft's Xbox Series X.Today is the best Sony PlayStation 4 Pro offering the best PS4 family games to bring generations of gamers together in the cause of digital entertainment while socializing together in front of the same screen. Sometimes it's through
cooperative local multiplayer or other times in single player campaigns that will be nice to play or speculate on. But all of them have a wide appeal in appearance and gameplay elements, and are family-friendly in the content. Some of these games offer complex tasks that require good communication to solve, while others are canvases for some co-operative creativity. None of them require a huge amount
of teaching to understand or complex rules to follow, so it's perfect if you want to involve especially young or old family members in action. There are also several single player games, in case you just want to speculate on a story-driven game or walk past the controller. No matter what of these games you decide to pick up, it should be ideal if you're stuck inside on a rainy day, or all of the ideas next time
you have a large group of kids and adults for your seat. What are the best family games for PS4? The bulk of our recommended games have a local cooperative game, which means that two or more of your group can play if you have enough drivers. Overcooked allows the four of you to try and run the most chaotic cuisine you've ever seen, while Lego Marvel Super Heroes 2 combines two fun juggernauts
that are very popular with kids and allows two players to team up as a whole cast of goodies and baddies from the MCU. These games are best experienced with multiple players, but others work well when played alone or with others. Take Minecraft for example; It has the option for a four-player co-op you'd all like to join, but it can also be a great game to watch or contribute to indirectly, viewing the
player's latest builds and helping to provide creative ideas that keep the game continuously fresh. The same goes for Rayman Legends, which uses a drop-in/drop-out co-op so people can join and end the game as they wish. This could be very useful if you come across a tricky stunt, either falling out until the level is over or diving in to help a struggling friend. If you're a longtime player, you might want to
show people how you spent your childhood with one of the many recent glitzy remasters of older games. Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy is one such collection of games, or reboot ratchet and clank, which looks much more like a family animated film than ever made the original. Alternatively, you can look for a game with a good story that you can enjoy with your family as a movie, titles that can be
absorbed without the need to hold the controller. To this end, we must highlight Journey and Unravel Two, which can tell two very magnetizing stories without a word of spoken dialogue. Use a PS4 VPN to stream more content and avoid network restrictionsBest family PS4 games you can buy today (Image credit: Sumo Sheffield)1. Sackboy: A Big AdventureYou may remember Sackboy from the Little Big
Planet 2D platform game series. Now you can take this textile hero to the third dimension in his new cross-generation game. Sackboy has a lot more moves and gadgets to use this time, resulting in some deeper 3D platformer gameplay as you make your way through the search levels for all collectibles. The whole game works with up to 4 co-op too, and includes some unique levels that you won't see in
single-player, so for even more fun if you have friends or family next to you. It's a great ps4 game, but it's also available on PS5 if you've already upgraded. If this hasn't happened yet, you can get both versions for free with a single digital edition purchase. Today's Best Sackboy: Big Adventure Deals (Image credit: Activision)2. Crash Team Racing Nitro-Fueled While a certain popular go-kart racing game is
locked on nintendo switch, this Crash Bandicoot themed racer is the best casual racer you'll find for your family on PS4. A remake of the original from 1999, which corresponds to the remastered original Crash Bandicoot trilogy (see below), will race as one of the crashes that moves around several tracks, either in a standard machine at the finish line or in an arena battle, either using fun power-ups to even
out the odds. There is a single player adventure mode that allows you to gradually unlock characters and songs, and online mode for eight players, but what you are likely to be interested in for family gaming is local multiplayer for four players, which provides a chance for as many people as you have drivers to stand up against each other or unite depending on which of the racing modes or arenas you are
looking for. (Image credit: Activision) 3. Crash Bandicoot N. Sane TrilogyS If you grew up playing in the early 2000s, or just have an award for classic PS2-era games, here's a triple dose of nostalgia for you and your loved ones to enjoy. Through the three games in the original trilogy, you can pilot crash through, under and over obstacles that make up many levels. You can enjoy it with a look, and just try to
make it at the end of each level, or you can challenge yourself or your family by trying to get all available collectibles. Even if you are not the one with the controller in hand, you can still appreciate the fresh, colorful world and the game is zany humor. It can get fiendishly difficult in points, so this may not be the most relaxing game on this list you can choose from, but there's so much content you'll have busy
for hours. (Image credit: EA) 4. Decipher TwoUnravel Two blends a couple of adorable protagonists, red 'Yarny' and blue, with a mixture of challenges and beautiful storytelling. Players decipher their Yarnies, control either at once or one with a co-op partner with others, solve puzzles, avoid enemies and navigate obstacles in the environment. The same goes for the story in the background - behind you is a
second set of characters and events as yarnies move forward, with interesting parallels between your experience and the two children you see but never meet. It's not the longest game out there, but it's challenging enough for adults and older kids while being cute enough to keep younger kids in awe, with a healthy message about work Overcome any obstacle that will get in your way. (Image credit: Sony
Computer Entertainment) 5. JourneyYears after the first edition of Journey is still a treasure. You start as a red-hooded figure dropped in the desert and embark on a journey that involves walking, rising and sledding through different environments in truly cinematic fashion. It's easy to play, but it will get the attention of both children and adults as it attracts you and makes you fall in love with a beautiful
visual, stunning soundtrack and quiet protagonist that can make you surprisingly emotional. The game is simple - mostly consists of walking, running and jumping. However, the scarf of your character can gather magic in the form of flying pieces of fabric, which you summon with a musical cry. There is a co-op option also with other players online, but there is no way to communicate, which is not only a new
experience, but also means that there is no risk if your kids run into another player online. (Image credit: Ubisoft) 6. Rayman: LegendsRayman Legends is beautifully drawn, but it's not a cartoon. Hand-drawn art is mixed with solid 2D platform action and an amazing soundtrack that brings everything to life, which attracts everyone. Take a child or husband and play in a chaotic local co-op over 120 levels,
including amazing rhythm-based challenges and epic boss battles. You have carefully taught everything you need to know to beat the level of the game by level, so even new players should find playing this game a breeze as you grab many collectibles you need to unlock new levels and characters. And if one of you likes a break, you can easily drop in and out as you like without disrupting things for other
players, which is great if you can just spare a few minutes to join. (Image credit: Sony Computer Entertainment) 7. LittleBigPlanet 3You family will love LittleBigPlanet 3 for its cute characters and seemingly endless opportunities to create. Most of the game is solving puzzles in the world of '2.5D', but once you're done with the included campaign (narrated by Stephen Fry no less), you can also create your
own levels, characters, objects and more. You can also try them out and share them with other players while trying out the unimaginable number of levels generated by users. The game expands on previous titles by adding new characters than the Sackboy mascot series, who offer new abilities such as flight, resizing and wall jumps. In addition, if you played the first two LittleBigPlanet games, you can use
its content packs to download with this game, which means you will never run out of new content to play if you are stuck inside with nothing else. (Image credit: Team 17 Digital) 8. OvercookedI if your family doesn't help you in the kitchen, they will love the crazy game of cooking overcooked. This is a party game that allows up to four players to try to cook food (and wash as well) in different kitchens around
the world. Team effort can create food suitable for but you can also end up burning all your ingredients before you get a chance to get started. You will need good communication to face the challenges ahead, as no player can do everything in the kitchen without running out of time. In addition, with different food orders and parts of the environment that change and move, it will be a great achievement to go
through the whole game, let alone get three stars on each one. (Credit illustration: Microsoft) 9. MinecraftŽ or not you have a child, you will most likely have heard of this game: it's become a juggern of fun in just a few years. It offers Lego creativity with enough different game systems that each player can find something they like to do and work on it for hundreds of hours. It works perfectly as a single player
experience, but pick up a remote and you'll find that up to four players can build a block world without restrictions in creative mode, or a group can take to survival mode and explore, dig up precious resources to improve your equipment and base, or fight creepers, zombies, Endermen and other baddies when you complete a series of goals that will guide you through all what the game has to offer. (Image
credit: Sony Computer Entertainment)10. Ratchet and Clank (2016)While the film Ratchet and Clank was pretty bad, his movie tie-in, a remake of the original PS2 2001 title, is polished and addictive. The characters, good or bad, are charming and fun and it doesn't hurt that they and the environment look great. Platforming is intuitive, and Ratchet get the usual huge arsenal of weapons and gadgets to play
with, with both new and returning favorites. Clank also gets a fair chunk of the game itself, controlling tiny robots to solve puzzles, and there is sprinkling spaceship fighting and hoverboard racing to give players the kind of gaming variety only old-fashioned platformers can drive. Reimagining the series is fun enough to please old fans and rope in newer players. There is no multiplayer, but it's still fun to
watch as a non-player, just to bring in the sights of action-packed planets. (Image credit: Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment )11. Lego Marvel Super Heroes 2Love video games, love Lego bricks and love Marvel Universe? Lego Marvel Super Heroes 2 is perfect for kids of all ages, letting them play as heroes and villains in a massive cosmic storyline around the world and more real estate. When fighting
Kang the Conqueror, you will see a lot of your favorite heroes from Marvel movies during the game, as well as favorite comics like Kamala Khan (Mrs. Marvel), Spider-Gwen and Mysterio.The story of the game means that during the game you can make a lot of interdimensional and time journeys, which means new fun twists on your favorite heroes depending on the era in which you are currently. And you'll
want to find as much as possible as the central mechanic of Lego Marvel games switches between a host of heroes Find the one who will help you solve the problem each part of the level presents. (Image credit: Psyonix)12. Rocket LeagueRocket League is downright addictive, and it will bring a competitive side to your family. The popular multiplayer game combines cars with football on a giant pitch, using
turbo boosts and spectacular steering to guide the ball into your opponent's target. If that doesn't sounds exciting enough, then the game offers a huge amount of 'mutators' that change parts of the game in different ways, such as changing physics to turn this football-like game into one, such as ice hockey or basketball. It's a simple concept to understand, but it takes time to fully master it, so it's great if you
want a new digital hobby or just want to quickly set up a 'pick up' game among first time players who want to try it out. Up to four players can play together with split-screen multiplayer, so everyone can play together and score goals quickly and furiously. (Image credit: Activision Blizzard)13. Skylanders ImaginatorsShe-to-life madness is great with younger games, and there is no series of this genre as great
as Skylanders. There have been numerous generations of Skylanders that have all changed the game in many ways, but backward compatibility means that all the characters you buy will work with any previous version of the gameNewer version, Imaginators comes in a starter package that includes two characters and a creature crystal that you can use to create your own characters or play randomly
generated ones. The game itself offers a platform and combat action, with exchange through the data on your portal peripherals power necessary to complete the level. The ever-changing environment and challenges combined with the unique tacility of using toys to summon your game character are what make skylanders a uniquely enjoyable experience. As you choose the best family games for PS4,
one of the first when deciding to buy is that you are looking for multiplayer or single player games. Most games as a whole allow only one person to have control at any one time, although they can play online with others. If you want all family members to play at the same time, you need to search for games with local multiplayer or local squad and have an appropriate number of drivers that you can use.
Don't discount any of the single-player offers on this list either. Sure it's fairer if everyone gets to play at the same time, but maybe consider passing around the controller, or just spectating for a different kind of entertainment that can still involve more people. Just avoid the temptation to be a driver/rear seat player! The last word of warning if you are interested in investing in one of the games in the genre of
toys-to-life, or those that offer in-game purchases. With these games, you can all too easily forsay a lot of extra money because they strongly encourage you to buy more numbers and content to Fresh. Do not worry about the fact that you are forced to go bankrupt yourself, because you will be able to play through the whole thing only with vanilla content, but set spending limits for yourself and your family
members, so that you do not inadvertently get carried away. Randomly.
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